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ABSTRACT

In this research an INTERACTIVE. MENU-DRIVEN, COMPUTER GRAPHICS pre
processor for a two-dimensional Static and Dynamic Finite Element Analysis program
has been developed. The preprocessor Is capable of meshing virtually all twodimensional topologies. The program facilitates the user to describe the geometiy by
simple means of points, edge curves and simple subregions. The program possesses both
automatic and manual meshing options. The program is also capable of renumbering
the nodes for bandwidth reduction. The preprocessor has additional menu-structures to
input the data other than geometiy data as required by the Finite Element Analysis
program, SSTDYN. The program can be driven either by mouse or keyboard. The
preprocessor was used to create mesh for the dynamic finite element analysis of an
existing dam In India. The dam has been checked against liquefaction during
earthquake loading.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
The increased use of general finite element programs in recent years has underlined the
need for easier methods for data preparation for the analysis programs. As the size,
complexity, and sophistication of the problem being tackled by finite element methods
Increase, the task of data preparation and Interpretation of results becomes extremely
difficult!1]. These resulted In the development of so called pre and post processors to
help the engineer in data preparation and output Interpretation. These pre and post
processors not only assist the user in data preparation and results interpretation, but
also can reduce the time and cost. In fact, the time and money spent for computer time
for analysis (actual running of the program) may be less than one-tenth the moneyspent to prepare data and Interpret the results. When these data-handling tasks are
done by today's computers instead of manually (by more appealing means of interactive
computer graphics), the total time and money spent for all the three operations may be
cut in half or even morel 13].

12

Computer graphics has been one of the means for pre and post processing operations, as
It offers :

-

easy means by which user can effectively communicate physical problems to
computer (preprocessing):

-

results in more understandable forms (such as plots, graphs, contours, and
vectors) which are much easier to visualize than looking at the vast amount
of printed output data (postprocessing).

Preprocessing for the finite element analysis may be broadly divided Into three stages.
First and the most Important stage (and also the most difficult to Implement In
program) Involves the description of geometry by the user, followed by automatic
generation or mesh discretization. Here, mesh generation refers to automatic mesh
generation of nodal coordinates and to automate numbering of nodes and elements and
their connectivity. Geometry description should be accomplished by minimum usersupplied data. In the second stage, if desired, user performs additional operations such
as renumbering of nodes for band width minimization and manual editing (add/delete)
of nodes and elements. The third and final stage consists of Inputting the other
problem- specific lnfonnatlon such as : material properties, boundaiy conditions, and
specified forces and displacements. These three stages, in sequence, would generate
complete data (Input data file) required for the analysis program and is more generally
known as pre-processing for the finite element analysis.

13

Postprocessing of the finite element results by interactive computer graphics would
also greatly assist the user in Interpreting the vast amount of output produced by the
analysis program. In general, the functions of a post-processor may be stated as

Display the mesh with and without the deformations;
-

Display the results, stresses, strains, and displacements, in various forms such
as time histories, contours, and vector diagrams.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the data flow between the user and the programs.

1.2 Objective of the Research
The objective of the research is to develop an INTERACTIVE, MENU-DRIVEN,
COMPUTER GRAPHICS pre-processor program for a two-dimensional Static and
Dynamic Finite Element Analysis program, SSTDYN, with the following capabilities.

Mesh generation within any arbitrary shaped 2D geometric configuration ;
-

Various types of elements for user to choose from (Triangular-3/6 noded,
Quadrilateral-4/8 noded, Interface-4/6 noded, Bar-2/3 noded);

-

Node renumbering for bandwidth minimization ;
Manual editing of nodes and elements ; and
Provision for inputting the additional data as required by SSTDYNI3].

14

Preprocessor
Data file
Finite Elenent
Analysis Program

Postprocessor

Data flow

Fig. 1.1 Data flow between the user and the programs.
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1.3 Overview
Chapter 1 gives an overview of this thesis.

Chapter 2 presents a brief review of literature on preprocessors, postprocessors and
bandwidth reduction algorithms.

Chapter 3 describes capabilities of the preprocessor, and some of the algorithms used in
developing FEPre2d.

In chapter 4 the results of the dynamic analysis of an existing dam in India, subjected to
the El-Centro earthquake are presented. The program used for the analysis is,
SSTDYN|3]. The results are plotted In the form of contours of factor of safety (ratio of
undralned shear strength and the current shear stress) using the postprocessor,
DYFEP2d[9]. The results in this form are expected to give an idea of possible potential
liquefaction zones during the earthquake loading.

Finally in Chapter 5, the summaiy of this research is presented.

The detailed users manual along with some illustrations is presented in Appendix A.

In Appendix B, some of the meshes produced by FEPre2d for engineering applications
are presented (e.g. meshes for dam, footing, pile and frame).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 General
Literature on the pre and post processors is fairly extensive. Hence, it is not possible to
review all of them. However, some of them have been reviewed later in this chapter. The
algorithms described in Ref.[16] have been adopted in FEPre2d, for producing the gilds
in simple regions bounded by either three or four edge curves.

2.2 Pre and Postprocessors
Jones[15] presents one of the earliest 2D mesh generation programs. It can, however,
produce only quadrilateral elements. Some of the capabilities of this program are mesh
generation, mesh smoothing, mesh restructuring and bandwidth minimization.

One of the earliest 3D pre and postprocessors is given by Kamel and Shantha[7]. For the
purpose of mesh generation, the user describes the geometry by means of points, edges.

17

surfaces and finally subregions. The program then attempts to mesh within the
subreglons. The program can also display stresses and deformations graphically.

Perucchlo(18] presents automatic generation from solid models based on recursive
spatial decomposition. This is a two stage algorithm for the automatic conversion of
solid model into finite element meshes. In stage one. the solid is approximated by a
collection of variably sized cells generated by recursive spatial decomposition and
stored in a logical tree. And In stage two, the approximating cell structures, which
includes cells that are wholly inside (IN) as well as cells that are neither Inside nor
outside (NIO) is directly transformed into a finite element model. IN cells are directly
mapped Into finite elements while NIO cells are processed further recursively.

A two-dimensional finite element preprocessor has been designed by Hoffman!14]; It
uses a limited number of mesh generation schemes based on linear blending functions.
Geometiy Is defined by the user as a series of simple subreglons. Each subregion may be
bounded by either two, three or four edges. Each edge can be either a straight line, a
circular arc or even a second or third order curve. This facilitates the description of
complex forms of geometry as a collection of simple set of subregions. Then the
program automatically dlscretlzes each subregion locally and assembles all the
subreglons for global configuration. In addition the preprocessor has other capabilities
such as manual editing of nodes, elements, and interactive input of problem specific
information.

18

IMPRESS!141 Is a 2D/3D Interactive graphics finite element mesh generator. Mesh
generation by this program 1s through the sequential definition of key points,
boundary, intersections, spline lines, surfaces and regions by the user.

SMOG[4] is an interactive graphics pre and postprocessor. It is one of the modules of the
1SSAS (Interactive Structural Sizing and Analysis System). In addition to pre and
postprocessing, ISSAS possesses the optimization capability to reduce the weight of the
structure taking into account minimum gage, stress and displacement constraints.

FEMGEN[5] is a general purpose 3D preprocessor. The program may be used either in
batch mode or interactively. The geometry of the structure to be analyzed is defined by
points, lines, curves, surfaces, bodies. Geometric surfaces such as planes, cylinders,
spheres and cones may be defined explicitly. The program provides seventeen elements
of different shapes and orders.

DYFEP2d[9] is a post processor for 2D static and dynamic finite element analysis. The
program has the capability of presenting the results (displacements, stresses, strains
etc) in various forms such as vector diagrams, color contours and curved contours.

From the above, it can easily be visualized that each preprocessor has been designed for
one particular analysis program, although the functions of all preprocessors are
conceptually the same. As the finite element analysis program. SSTDYN, has some
unique capabilities such as sequential construction simulation, various kinds of
constitutive models, and static and dynamic loading, it is not possible to simply adopt
any existing preprocessor for the purpose. Hence is the necessity of having a

19

preprocessor of kind, FEPre2d. In addition the program also possesses some of the
advanced graphic techniques such as snap, dragging, and rubberbandlng.

2.3 Matrix Bandwidth Reduction
The algorithm described In Ref.[8] reduces the bandwidth and profile of sparse
symmetric matrices using row and corresponding column permutations.

The algorithm described in Ref.|6] has been adopted for matrix bandwidth reduction for
NASTRAN.

In Ref.|12], the authors compared the execution times, bandwidths and profiles
produced by their algorithm with those of five other programs for a wide range of
problems.

The algorithm described in Ref.|17| has been adopted for bandwidth reduction by
renumbering of nodes for the preprocessor developed In this research.
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Chapter 3
Preprocessor
3.1 General
A finite element preprocessor system Is a computer graphics program (preferably
interactive) which is expected to assist the user in automatic data preparation,
consisting of nodal data, element connectivity etc., with a minimum of user-supplied
data. The preprocessors usually have a set of pre-defined algorithms for the automatic
mesh generation. The preprocessors are also expected to possess other capabilities such
as manual meshing and editing options, and renumbering of nodes for bandwidth
minimization. The preprocessors have either 2D or 2D/3D capabilities.

In general, the operations involved in preprocessing of finite element analysis are
typically :
-

Geometry deflnition :

-

Geometry discretization ;
Model editing;
Boundary conditions, loads and other problem-specific Information ; and

-

Others, e.g. Bandwidth minimization.

3.2 Capabilities
The capabilities of the preprocessor system, FEPre2d, developed In this research are

Mesh generation within any arbitrary shaped

two-dimensional

geometiy configuration, Figure 3.1 :
-

Various choices of types of elements for user to choose from (Triangular
3/6 noded. Quadrilateral 4/8 noded. Interface 4/6 noded. Bar 2/3 noded).
Figure 3.2;
Node renumbering for bandwidth minimization :

-

Manual editing of nodes and elements, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 : and
Provision for inputting the additional data as required by SSTDYN.

3.3 ALGORITHMS
The algorithms concerning the following are described in this section.

Description of problem geometiy ;
-

Automatic mesh generation ;
(a) Trimap mapping: Three edged subregion ;
(b) Transflnlte mapping : Four edged subregion ; and

-

Bandwidth minimization.
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3.3.1 Description of Problem Geometry
The hierarchical definition of geometry is stated as follows , Figure 3.5 :

Points

>

Edges

> Subregions

> Problem geometry

The problem geometiy is defined by the user as series of simple subregions. Each
subregion is defined by either one, three or four edge curves. Each edge curve can be
either straight or circular or quadratic. Each edge in turn is defined by appropriate
number of points (two points for a straight edge and three points for a circular arc and
quadratic curve; Any higher order curve is to be approximated by these three edgesl.Thls
facilitates the description of complex forms of geometry.

3.3.2 Automatic Mesh Generation
The following set of algorithms are used for automatic meshing within a subregion
bounded by three and four edge curves, respectively :

-

Trimap mapping : Three edged subregion; and

-

Transflnite mapping: Four edged subregion.

3.3.2a Trimap Mapping: Three Edged Subregion

The Trimap mapping produces grids in a three edged region bounded by three edge
curves, y(u), £(v) and

T)(w),

In non-orthogonal parametric coordinate directions, u.v and

Points
Edges
Subreglons

Problem
Geometry

in Definition of Geonetry w
in Schematic representation •»

Fig. 3.5 Definition of geometiy : Schematic representation.
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w respectively. Figure 3.6. Any point, P, may be described by three parametric
coordinates, (u.v.w). Note that the coordinates of a given point are constrained by the
equation u+v+w=l. In this case. Interior points are computed as a blending of linear
interpolations in three directions, Ref.[16].

P(u,v,w) = ^I

v(u)(y^j) + y-v(0)(w)

+ 4(v)(^)+T!(1-v){y^) -$fO)(u)
+ Vtl-w)(j^)- ti(0)(V)

+

|

(3.1)

When quadrilateral elements are used in this mapping, triangular elements are
produced along one edge to complete the rows. Figure 3.7 shows the variations of
TRIMAP mapping.

3.3.2b Transfinite Mapping: Four Edged Subregion

The Transflnite mapping generates the mesh in a four edged subregion. The four edge
curves are : two in the u-direction, Vj(u), and i^u). and two in the v-direction, Jjj(v) and
42(v). Figure 3.6. Any Interior point, P, is computed as a blend of linear interpolations
in the u and v directions.

P(u,v) =

Vjlu) (1-v) + y2(u) (v) + 4j(v) (1-u)
+

42(v)

(u) - P(0,0) (1-u) (1-v)

-

P(0,1) (1-u) (v) - P(l.l) (u) (v)

-

P(1,0) (u) (1-v).

(3.2)
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V2(u)
[o.i.o;
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0.0)

(1.1)

(1.0)

V(u)

Trimap mapping
(three edged subreglon)

Transflnite mapping
(four edged subreglon)

Fig. 3.6 Co-ordinate systems for Trimap and Transflnite mapping.

Variations of
Trimap mapping

Variations of
Transflnite mapping

Fig. 3.7 Variations of Trimap and Transflnite mapping

Figure 3.7 shows the variations of TRANSF1NITE mapping.

3.3.3 Bandwidth Minimization
The bandwidth of a finite element mesh is defined as the product of

maximum

difference between any two nodes In an element and the number of degrees of freedom
per node plus one (to account for the diagonal term). It implies from the above that if the
bandwidth is to be reduced, the problem must be renumbered so that the difference
between nodes In an element is kept as small as possible.

The algorithm described in Ref.[17] has been adopted for bandwidth reduction for the
preprocessor. Automatic renumbering by this algorithm is done in two stages. In the
first stage, a list showing the relationships the nodes have with each other is generated
to establish the original bandwidth. In the second stage, the origin of the new
numbering system Is located at each node in turn, so that the number of different
renumbering schemes (or attempted) is equal to the number of nodes. The one which
yields the minimum bandwidth is adopted for renumbering.
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Chapter 4
Application to Practical Problems
4.1 General
An existing masoniy dam in India 12,10] is analyzed in this research. The finite
element analysis program used for the purpose Is SSTDYN[3].
Figure 4.1 shows the cross-section of the dam. The foundation level is at 30.5m and the
crest level is at 68.59m. The maximum water level is at 65.9m. The drainage galleiy,
2.5m x 3.3 m, is provided just below the rock level, as shown in the figure. In view of
heavy seepage, the upstream face of the dam above the minimum water level (51.28m)
has been provided with a two-layered gunlte reinforced with wire grid. The thickness of
each layer Is 30-35mm with a height of about 16.77m.
For simplicity, the behavior of the dam and foundation material is assumed to be
linear elastic and the thin layer of gunlte is neglected. The material properties are as
follows.

'«0a~e0*i<mic>ic«i0M

(•MMI «»«.

%m»im urn
m

I** ri|K>imcr.

ttUt

*

Fig. 4.1 Cross-section of Barvi dam
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Foundation material:

-

Young's modulus

E= 80000 kN/m2

Polssson's ratio

Vs 0.3

Unit Weight

7= 18 kN/m3

Angle of Internal friction
(undralned steady state)

$=30

Cohesion

c=0 kN/m2

Dam material:

Young's modulus

E= 150000 kN/m2

Polsson's ratio

Vs 0*3

Unit Weight

y= 22.56 kN/m3

Figure 4.2 shows the mesh produced by the FEPre2d for this problem. The mesh
consists of 120 elements and 153 nodes. Figure 4.3 shows the enlarged portion of the
mesh.

e
I
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MESH SCALE

Ftg. 4.3 Enlarged Finite Element mesh for Barvl dam
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4.2 Static Analysis
The dam described In the previous section has been analyzed for the following two
static load cases.

-

body force alone; and
body force and water pressure.

Figure 4.4 shows the vector diagram of deformation under the loading of body force
alone.The maximum vertical stress occurs In soil at the bottom of the mesh below the
o
dam section with a magnitude of 860 kN/m . Figure 4.5 shows the deformed shape
along with the original mesh for this case of loading.

Figure 4.6 shows the vector diagram of deformation for the second loading case. i.e.
body force and water pressure. In this case the maximum vertical stress appears to
occur in soil again at the bottom of the mesh below the dam section with a magnitude of
o
770 kN/m . The deformed shape for this loading case is shown in Fig. 4.7.

4.3 Dynamic Analysis
The stability of the above dam for dynamic loading is also analyzed. The dam has been
subjected to El-Centro 1940 earthquake excitation!11J. The dynamic loading was
applied on the bottom of the foundation in the form of applied displacements.
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Fig. 4.4 Vector diagram of deformation under body force
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Fig. 4.5 Deformed shape under body force
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Integrated from the acceleration data. Figure 4.8. The response of the structure to such
loading is computed In the time Interval (0.3) seconds with a time step of 0.1 second.

The objective of this dynamic analysis is to check for the possibility of liquefaction
during the earthquake. Hence, output from the finite element analysis was further
processed to obtain the factor of safety against liquefaction. F^, defined by[19]:
_
L

=

Undralned shear strength
shear stress

'

'

The undralned steady-state strength in the above equation is the minimum strength
that soil mass can have at the ln-sltu void ratio. For the purpose of analysis, the
undralned shear strength parameter. <t». was assumed to be 30.

Figures 4.9 to 4.12 show the contours of factors of safety at 0.1. 0.5. 1.0. 1.5 seconds
respectively. It is evident from these plots that the foundation material seems to be safe
against liquefaction, except in two small zones around the toe of the dam and upstream
blanket. The reasoning for such local failure in these zones comes from the fact that the
vertical normal stress In these zones is significantly less.

Figure 4.13 to 4.27 illustrate the deformed plots of the dam in the time interval (0.3)
seconds with a time step of 0.2 seconds.

Figures 4.28 to 4.31 show the time histories of deformations, stresses and factors of
safety at points A.B.C and D respectively (Refer to Figure 4.3). The maximum values of
each of the above quantities are presented in the form of time histories in Figure 4.32.
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Chapter 5
Summary

5.1 Summary
In this research an INTERACTIVE. MENU-DRIVEN. COMPUTER GRAPHICS pre
processor for Static and Dynamic Finite Element Analysis program. SSTDYN, has been
developed.

The preprocessor has the following features.
-

The program is capable of meshing virtually all 2D topologies. It supports
three types of edge boundaries; straight, circular and quadratic. (Any higher
order boundary shapes may be approximated by one of the above by the user};

-

The program offers eight different types of elements to choose from.
(Triangular-3/6 noded. Quadrilateral-4/8 noded, Inteiface-4/6 noded. and
Bar-2/3 noded):
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-

The program has the capability to renumber the nodes for bandwidth
reduction;
In addition to automatic meshing option, the program also offers the option
to generate mesh manually; and

-

The program provides additional menu-structure ('Addnl data' In MAIN
MENU) to input the data, other than geometry description, as required by the
analysis program, SSTDYN. This is very useful as the data file is obtained In
one stretch in the exact format required by analysis program.
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APPENDIX A
USERS' MANUAL

A.1 Overview
FEPre2d is capable of meshing virtually all two-dimensional topologies. The program
is completely INTERACTIVE and MENU-DRIVEN. Extensive graphics features allow the
user to perform various operations graphically. The program supports eight different
elements, namely, 3/6 noded triangular elements, 4/8 noded quadrilateral elements,
2/3 noded bar elements, and 4/6 noded Interface elements. In addition to the automatic
meshing operations, the program even allows user to add nodes and elements manually
in case he or she wishes to do so. The program is also capable of performing the task of
renumbering

of the nodes for minimization of bandwidth. Brief on-line help is

provided for most of the menu-items. A separate menu structure has been designed
('Addnl data' in the MAIN MENU) to input numerous other data required by a particular
Finite Element Analysis program, SSTDYN, such as material properties, boundary
conditions, and loading. This enables the user to directly create the input data file
consisting of geometry and other problem specific-information.
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FEPre2d has been developed In TURBO Pascal 120] environment. Structured and
modular programming concepts were used In developing the program. Some of the
details of the program are given below.

-

Source Code size

150kb

-

Compiled version size
No of lines of program
No of statements
Procedures and Functions
No of Files (TURBO Pascal Units)

200kb
5750
>10000
75
10

-

A 2 Hardware Requirements:
•
-

IBM PC XT/AT or PS/2
Math co-processor (8087/80x37)
Microsoft compatible Mouse
VGA Color monitor

(required)
(preferred)
(preferred)
(required)

-

RAM (Minimum 400kb of free)

(required)

-

HP Palntjet/HP Laseijet

(optional)

A 3. General Guidelines
To start the FEPre2d, go to the directory where the program Is installed and type :

FEPre2d [ENTER]
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Note that the program looks for three other files namely 'EGAVGA.BGI',
'PREMENU.DAT and 'PREMENU.HLP' without which the program halts. And also,
before attempting to execute the program, the user should check for the necessary
hardware.
After FEPre2d loads itself into the memory, the user will be presented with the 'MAIN
MENU'. As stated earlier the program is completely INTERACTIVE and MENU-DRIVEN.
The program can be driven either by mouse or keyboard.

*

Any Menu item is selected by pointing the mouse and clicking the LEFT
BUTTON. This brings the immediate lower level or child level menu of the
current menu item selected. In case, the item happens to be the lowest level in
the root, the program will take appropriate action; Ex. If the option is
'Renumber', then the program renumbers the nodes for bandwidth reduction.

*

The RIGHT BUTTON on the mouse is used to get back to the immediate parent
level menu Item of the current menu. If the current menu happens to be the
MAIN MENU, the program will prompt the user to check whether he wants to
Exit the program. The RIGHT BUTTON on the mouse is also useful during the
graphical input to abort the current operation and return to the menu
window. For example. The definition of 4-edged subreglon needs the user to
identify the four edges for the new subreglon to be defined. Now assume that
the user changes his mind after selecting two or three edges. Now by simply
pressing the RIGHT BUTTON, he aborts the current operation of defining the
subreglon which takes the user to the menus. This can be accomplished even
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after defining the subregion by simply deleting the subregion using the other
menu items.

*

The equivalent of selecting an item in the menu with a mouse is simply to
use the cursor keys to highlight the desired item and the pressing ENTER,
(ENTER, hereafter referred as <CR>). Note that left arrow key takes to the
immediate parent menu and right arrow is equivalent of pressing the <CR>
on the highlighted menu item. Once the user gets used to these, he will find
that it is a very fast way of selecting the menu item or switching from the
menus.

*

Escape key (hereafter referred as <ESC>) is key board equivalent of the right
button on the mouse. In addition. If desired, it can also be used to abort any
keyboard input operation.

*

When the cursor is controlled by the keyboard, the following may be noted.
The default "cursor step size" (hereafter referred as 'CS') is equal to the 0.01 *
(Xmax-Xmin) of the current window (step size here is the distance by which
cursor moves in the appropriate direction when one of the cursor keys is
pressed).

*

The keys '*/+-' have the following functions when the cursor is in the
graphics window:

**':

Doubles the CS, e.g. Let the present value of CS be 1.23. By pressing
once, CS assumes the value of 2.46 and so on.
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'/':

Reduces the CS by half, e.g. Let the present value of CS be 1.23. By
pressing'/' once. CS assumes the value of 0.615.

V:

Increases the CS by 0.01'lXmax-Xmin) of current window, e.g. Let
the present value of CS be 0.85 and (Xmax-Xmln) be 55. By
pressing V once, CS assumes the value of 1.40 = 0.85 + 0.01*55.

:

Decreases the CS by 0.01*(Xmax-Xmin) of current window. e.g. Let
the present value of CS be 0.85 and (Xmax-Xmin) be 55. By
pressingonce, CS assumes the value of0.30 = 0.85 - 0.01*55.

*

The following three special functions are applicable for the cursor managed
by the mouse.

V:

(Vertical) :

Restricts the cursor to move only in the vertical
direction until either 'H' or 'R' is pressed.

W:

(Horizontal) : Restricts the cursor to move only in the horizontal
direction until either V or 'R' is pressed.

•R' :

(Reset):

Allows the cursor to move In both directions.

A 4. Menu structure
Figure A.l shows the hierarchical menu-structure of the preprocessor program,
FEPre2d. The menu-structure corresponding to 'Addnl Data' in MAIN MENU is not
shown. But, the logical structuring for sub-menus under this menu item, 'Addnl data', is
in complete correspondence with the user's guide for the Analysis program, SSTDYN(3].
Hence, the user is strongly advised to go through the user's guide of SSTDYN before
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Main Menu

(FERr«2D)

Start...

Range
Grid
Switches

Objects

Points
Edges

Sub Reg

Node
Element

Grid
On/Off
Spacing
Snap
Grid
On/Off
Points
On/Off
Edges
On/Off
Objects
On/OJJ
Tolfac
Numbering
Objects
On/OJJ
Points
On/OJJ
Edges
On/OJf
Sub Reg
On/OJJ
Nodes
On/OJf
Elements On/OJJ
All
On/OJf
Zoom
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Factor
Pan
Reset
Redeflne
Show Cur/Mat
EleFlU Col/Black
EleDra Out/In
Help On/OJf
Redraw
Add
Circle (cen&rad)
Circle (3 Point)
Ellipse
Delete
Add
Delete
Edit
Line
(2 Point)
Add
(3 Point)
Arc
I sop (3 Point)
Delete
Eleiy Tri/Quad.,
Add
Mat No 1..10
1 Edged
3 Edged
4 Edged
Delete
FixNN
Assemble
Renumber
Add
Delete
Edit
Eleiy Tri/Quad..
Mat No 1..10
Add
Delete
Change Mat

Addnl Data
From file
To file
Exit

Fig. A.1 Menu-Structure

attempting to use this menu, although brief on-line help is available and most of the
menu items are to some extent self-explanatoiy.
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The MAIN MENU has the following Ave choices :
Start...
Addnl Data
From File
To File
Exit
The functions of the each of the above are explained as follows:

'Start...':
(Start the session by describing geometry) : This menu-item consists of the
menu-structure for describing geometry and others such as automatic
discretization, renumbering etc.

'Addnl Data':
Presents further menus for the additional data other than geometrical
information required by the Analysis program SSTDYN. The hierarchical
menu structure for this item is similar to that described in the user's guide of
Finite Element Analysis program, 'SSTDYN'.

'From File' :
Allows the user to read the date from a ille previously created by FEPre2d for the
purpose of either modifying or viewing the data. To read the from a file, user
needs to give the data file name without any extension, for example, XYZ. Then
the program looks for the flies named XYZ. 1 and XYZ.2.
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To File':
Allows the user to save the data in a format required by the analysis program
SSTDYN. When this option is selected user is prompted to give the file name
without extension. Ex. Supposing that user gave the file name as "XYZ". then
program would create the data file name called "XYZ.DYN"; And In addition, the
program also creates two additional files with the same name but different
extensions. i.e..., XYZ.1 and XYZ.2; These two flies contain the information
needed to recall the file Into FEPre2d for modification or viewing etc for later
use.

'Exit':
Prompts the user to check whether he wants to quit. If user responds "y*. it will
then prompt whether he wants to save the recent version of data before quitting.

"Start..." Sub-Menu items :
Start/Range:
is used to fix the co-ordinate Range for the graphics window, Xmin, Xmax, Ymln
and Ymax required. Then the program will adjust one of the values of Xmax or
Ymax depending on their magnitudes to adjust for the window size. However, the
adjusted X max or Y max will be greater than the user requested value. Note that
(Xmln.Ymin) are referred to lower left corner of the graphics window.
[Default values fpr the Range are, (Xmin,Xmax)=(0,123.8) and
(Ymln.Ymax)=(0,100)1 •
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Start/Grid/
Grid ON OFF:
When this option Is selected the display of grid In the graphics window is
toggled between ON and OFF. This Is very useful during the definition of
geometry to locate the points etc. Once the geometry Is defined the grid
can be turned OFF.
Grid Spacing:
User can fix the spacing of grid along the horizontal and vertical
direction. Example : Let the adjusted co-ordinate system or graphics
window is (O.OM123.5,100) and the spacing is (10,5) then when the grid
option is turned on, round(123.5/10)=12 dots (or grid points will appear
in X direction and round(100/5)=20 dots (or grid points) will appear in Y
direction. (Default values of grid spacing is 10 in both X and Y directions].

Start/Switches/Snap/
Grid ON/OFF:
When this option and Start/Switches/Grid are ON and when user tries to
select a point by using cursor or mouse, the Grid points would attract the
cursor if cursor falls within a tolerance distance of (tolfac*(Xmax-Xmln)
of current window).
Edges ON/OFF:
Same as the above item except that in this case the attracting point on
the edge is the nearest point on the edge.
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Points ON/OFF:
Same as the above item except that in this case the attracting point is the
point itself.
Objects ON/OFF:
When this option is ON and when user tries to select a point by using
cursor or mouse, the objects (such as circles and ellipses) would attract
the cursor if cursor falls within a tolerance distance of (tolfac*(XmaxXmln) of current window).
Tolfac :
This can be set to a value ranging from 0 to 1. The tolerance distance is
then computed as (tolfac*(Xmax-Xmin) of the current window). This is
used in Judging whether or not the current location of the cursor to be
forced to the nearest OBJECTS/EDGES/POINTS when their respective
SNAPs are ON.
Start/ Switches/Numbering/
Objects
Points

ON/OFF
ON/OFF

Toggles Object
Toggles Points

Numbering ON/OFF

Edges

ON/OFF

Toggles Edges

Numbering ON/OFF

Subregs

ON/OFF

Toggles Subregs

Numbering ON/OFF

Nodes

ON/OFF

Toggles Nodes

Numbering ON/OFF

Elements

ON/OFF

Toggles Elements

Numbering ON/OFF

All

ON/OFF

Toggles All

Numbering ON/OFF

Numbering ON/OFF

Start/Switches/Zoom/
Zoom In :
Any rectangular region of the geometry in the current graphics window
can be zoomed in by specifying the two diagonal points of the rectangular
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region. Zoom In can be performed any number of times successive^. But
the program can store only ten previous levels. Note here that excessive
zooming (approximately 300 times of the initial scale) will cause the
program to crash.
Zoom out:
Brings back the Immediate previous zoom window. This can be done
until the Original window Is obtained.
Zoom Factor:
The entire graphics window Is zoomed using a factor about the center of
the current window. A value greater than 1 will enlarge and less than 1
will compress the flgure.
Pan:
This requires the input of two points. Keeping the scale of current
graphics window same, the whole figure can be translated by the amount
and direction of the vector joined by two points supplied by the user.
Reset:
Sets current graphics window co-ordinates to the original window co
ordinates or Zooms out sufficient number times to get back to the
original window.
Redefine:
This Redefines the current window co-ordinates as the Original window
co-ordinates.
Start/Switches/Show :
User has two choices to display In Show window (Show window Is the one which
is Just below the menu windows). These are Cursor and Material. If Show is set to
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Cursor, the cursor co-ordinates in the graphics window are shown
Instantaneously as the cursor Is moved. When Show Is set to Material, the
material colors and their respective numbers are displayed in the SHOW. This is
specially useful while inputting the values of material properties.

Start/Switches/Help : Toggles the brief On-line Help ON/OFF.

Start/Swltches/EleFil: Toggles the element fill COLOR/BLACK
Start/Swltches/EleDra : Toggles the element draw OUT/IN.

Start/Switches/Redraw:
This option is used to clear the graphics window and redraw all the graphics
using changed settings, if any.

Start/Objects/Add/
[An Object can be either a circle or an ellipse. Objects are mainly used to define
the edges. And they can not be treated as the parts of the geometry definition; But
they are to be used to define more points on their circumference with
"Snap/Objects ON" options: These points in turn may be used to define edge
curvesl
Circle :
This allows the user to define a circle by defining the center point and a
point on the circumference.
Circle (3pt):
This options passes the circle through three points supplied by the user.
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Ellipse :
An Ellipse can be defined in the graphics window by specifying the two
diagonal points of a rectangle. An Ellipse is then inscribed in the
rectangle.

Start/Objects/Delete:
By pointing cursor at the Object (closer to the Object Number) and selecting, the
Object can be deleted. (The user need not get the cursor exactly on the object but
expected to get to close enough such that It would be the nearest from the cursor].
After deleting the specified object, program renumbers the rest automatically.

Start/Points/
Add:
This is used to add (define) a new point in the graphics window. ('K' is for
keyboard input; I.e., defining the point by giving its coordinates).
Delete:
By pointing the cursor at any existing point can be deleted in the graphics
window. After deleting the specified point, program renumbers the rest
automatically.

Edit:
This allows the user to edit the existing point. i.e.... Select and Move an
existing point to the desired location: instead of deleting the existing one
and creating a new point at the desired location.
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Start/Edges/Add/
rrhree Type of Edges are supported]
Line:
By identifying the two end points, a Line Edge can be created.
Arc (Circular Arc):
By identifying the three points in counter clockwise the program
generates a circular arc passing through the three points.

Iso Map (Isoparametric mapping) :
By identifying the three points the program passes a second order curve
(parabola) using the quadratic shape functions for this three points.

Start/Edge/Delete:
This allows the user to delete the edge by simply pointing at it and selecting.
After deleting the specified edge, program renumbers the rest automatically.

Start/Subregion/Add/
Eleiy:
Element type can be set to any one of the following : Triangular (3 noded),
Quadrllateral(4 noded), Triangular(6 noded). Quadrilateral (8 noded),
Interfaced noded). Interfaced noded), Bar(2 noded), Bar(3 noded). When
user defines a new subregion, the current value of this 'Ele Type' is stored
for that subregion for assembly purpose later. Thus, subreglons may
have different type of Elements assembled in them.

Mat No:
Material Number can be set to any value from 1 to 10 (10 is the maximum
number of material types permitted by the SSTDYN program). When user
defines a new subregion, the current value of this 'Mat No' is stored for
that subregion. Subsequently when the subregion is meshed all the
elements in that subregion will have this material number. Each
subregion can have different material number.

1 Edged:
User defines the 1 edged-subregion by simply pointing at the edge and
selecting it (either by LEFT button of mouse or <CR>). For this option the
subregion has one edge for the purpose of assembling either bar (2 noded)
or bar(3 noded) along the edge selected. It may be noted that the program
allows to select this item only when the 'Eleiy is either bar2 or bar3.

3 Edged:
User defines the 3 edged subregion by pointing and selecting the three
edges that define Its boundaries (order of the edges is not important, but
they must close the boundary). The current values of 'Eleiy and 'Mat No'
are stored for this subregion. It may be Noted that the program allows to
select this item only when the 'EleTy1 is one of the following : tria3,
quad4, tria6, or quad8.
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4 Edged:
User can define the 4 edged subregion by pointing and selecting the four
edges that define Its boundaries (order of the edges is not important, but
they must close the boundary). The current values of 'Eleiy and 'Mat No'
are stored for this subregion. Please note that the program allows to
select this item only when the 'Eleiy is one of the following trta3, quad4,
tria6, or quad8 or Intf4 or Intf6. It may be Noted that when the 'Eleiy' is
Intf4 or Intf6 the flrst edge among the 4 edges selected should be the one
along which Interface elements are to be assembled.

Start/Subregion/
Delete :
This allows the user to delete the subregion which has been defined
previously by simply pointing at the Subregion and selecting. After
deleting the specified subregion. program renumbers the rest
automatically.
Fix NN :
This allows the user to Fix the Number of Nodes required along each of
the edges. The program would prompt the user for a number for each
group of edges based on the compatibility (compatibility here means the
opposite' edges in a 4 edged subregion should have the same number of
nodes and all the three edges in a 3 edged subregion should have the same
number of edges).
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Assemble :
This assembles the elements in each subregion using the 'EleTy' and
'MatNo' and 'No of Nodes stored for the edges' of that subregion. After
meshing all the subreglons locally, they are stitched for global
configuration.
Renumber:
This option renumbers the nodes using algorithm described In Ref.[17]
for bandwidth minimization. The new element connectivity is
automatically calculated.

Start/Nodes/
Add:
This option allows the user to add a node manually if desired.
Delete:
This allows the user to delete the Node which has been defined previously
by simply pointing at the Node and selecting. After deleting the specified
node, program renumbers the rest automatically.
Edit:
This allows the user to edit an existing node. i.e.,.. To select and move an
existing node to the desired location; instead of deleting an existing one
and creating a new one at the desired location.

Start/Element/
Eleiy:
This is same as the one described under Start/Subregion/ EleTy.

MatNo :
This is same as the one described under Start/Subregion/ MatNo.
Add:
When this option is selected the program prompts the user to Identify the
corresponding nodes of the element to be added (for example if current
'Eleiy Is quad4, the 4 nodes of the quadratic element). Note that the
nodes are to be identified In counter clockwise direction. And this
element would be given the cuirent 'MatNo' value.

Delete :
An existing element can be deleted by Identifying and selecting it. After
deleting the specified element, program renumbers the rest
automatically.

Change Mat:
This option is used to change the material type of an element without
having deleted the element and created the same one with new material
property; To change the material type of any element, first set the
'Start/Element/MatNo' to appropriate material number and then simply
select the element. Then the material property for that element will be
updated

and shown In the appropriate material number color

immediately.
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A 5. Mesh generation for a simple problem
In general, the following steps may be followed In creating a mesh. It Is suggested
that you build a simple mesh in a square region described below:

Select 'Start..' in the 'Main Menu'

Select 'Range' menu item and setup the graphics window coordinates that you desire.
For example, if you want a mesh with coordinates ranging from 0 to 100 In both
the x- and y-dlrectlons. setup XMIN = -5, XMAX = 105, YMIN = -5. YMAX = 105.
Note that the program will adjust XMAX approximately 25 percent larger than
100 since the graphics display area is larger In the x-directlon than that of the ydirection.

Select 'Grid', If you desire a grid of dots to assist you in locating coordinates and
defining points, etc. Turn 'Grid' option ON by selecting 'Grid'. Go back to the
'Start...' menu by pressing <ESC> once (or pressing the right mouse button or
pressing the left-arrow key).

Now you are ready to start building your mesh. Select 'Points' to begin defining
points. Select 'Add' which will give you a cross-hair cursor in the graphics
window. The cursor target can be moved by moving the mouse or using the
cursor keys on the keyboard ~ note that the Instantaneous coordinates of the
cursor are displayed In the lower right comer of the screen. Now for the sample
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mesh; Press the K' key. Input 0.0 <CR>. You will see point 1 defined as PI(stands
for Point 1) on the screen. Figure A.2. Continue this procedure to define three
more points: 100,0 <CR> 100,100 <CR> 0,100 <CR>. Go back to the'Start..'
menu by pressing <ESC> twice.

Note: you may also define points by moving the cursor to the coordinates you desire,
then pressing the left mouse button or <CR>. However, If you already know the
exact coordinates of points you want to define, it is usually easiest to press the *K"
key and Input the coordinates using the keyboard. Add at least as many points
as required to define the boundaries of your mesh. Keep in mind that two points
are needed to define a line, three points to define a circular arc or quadratic
curve.

Next, select 'Edges', then 'Add', and then 'Line'. Move the cursor near 'PI' and select it
(by pressing the right mouse button or <CR>). Now move the cursor to the second
point, 'P2' — you will see a line on the screen Joining 'PI' and the current cursor
location -- and select it. You will see a line on the screen as 'el' (stands for edge
1), Figure A.2. Continue In a similar manner to define the three remaining edges
('P2-P3' for 'e2', 'P3-P4' for 'e3', 'P4-P1' for 'e4'). Go back to the 'Start..' menu by
pressing <ESC> three times.

Select 'Sub Reg, then 'Add', and then 'EleTy'. Press the left mouse button twice to
change element type to 'Quad4. Automatic mesh generation will now produce
quadrilateral 4-noded elements. Now highlight the 4 Edged option and select it
by pressing the left mouse button. You should see a small square cursor on the
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BMtMWV
fyZcl?.

i

Define 4 Edged Sub Region (except for B2,B3>

Cursor
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Fig. A.2 Sample mesh : Deflnlnlng problem geometry (points, edges and subregton)
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screen. Move the cursor to 'el' and select it. Similarly select 'e2'. then 'e4', then
'e3' (note order Is not important). You will see 'SI' (stands for subregion l). Figure
A.2. appear at the center of the square. Press <ESC> twice to return to the 'Sub
Reg" menu.

Select 'Fix NN". This option Is used to control the density of the mesh by Inputting
the number of nodes you desire along each set of opposite edges In a subregion.
For the sample mesh: in response to the prompt. Input number of nodes along
edges 1 and 3'. input: 11 <CR> 7 <CR>. Now select Assemble on the menu to
automatically generate your mesh. Figure A.3.

Finally select 'Renumber' on the menu which will renumber nodes to minimize the
bandwidth of your mesh. Go back to the 'Main Menu' by pressing <ESC> twice.

Store the finite element data file on to the disk by selecting To File on the 'Main
Menu'. At the prompt give a filename, for example TEST". TEST.DYN will be
created on the disk along with TEST.1 and TEST.2 files which are required to re
load this mesh and associated data back into FEPre2d. Note that TEST.DYN
will have node and element information — you will need to proceed to 'Addnl
Data' from the 'Main Menu' to generate the complete data file.
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Pig. A.3 Sample mesh : Automatic generation or nodes and elements

Exit the program by pressing <ESC> or by selecting the 'Exit in the 'Main Menu'.for
the prompt 'Exit FEPre2d (Y/N) ?', answer Y, and for the prompt 'Save file
(Y/N)?'. answer 'N'. Now you are back to the DOS operating system. If you wish,

you may view TEST.DYN by using an appropriate DOS command (eg., type
TEST.DYN) or by entering your favorite word processor.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE MESHES

This appendix is intended to illustrate some of the capabilities of the preprocessor
developed in this research. Figures B. 1 to B.13 are the meshes produced for typical
engineering applications such as dam, tunnel, pile foundation, and footing. Figures
B.14 and B.15 illustrate the manual editing features provided by the program, e.g. delete
an element and edit a node. Figure B.16 shows the meshes within simple regions
bounded by three and four edge curves. Figures B.17 and B.19 are intended to show that
program can mesh virtually all two-dimensional topologies.
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Fig. B.10 Mesh for a tunnel (n)
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Fig. B.17 Mesh within an aibitnuy geometry (I)
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Fig. B.18 Mesh within an arbitrary geometry (II)
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